SUPEREASE®

FAST FACTS ABOUT SUPER EASE

®

To attain and maintain a peak level of fitness, the body must be able to sustain energy during exercise and
efficiently build and repair muscle tissue after training or performance. GNLD’s Super Ease provides superior
quality protein with all 22 amino acids involved in human nutrition, formulated to match the amino acid profile of
whole egg.

WHY A NUTRITIONAL DRINK FOR MUSCLE
BUILDING?

■ Muscles get stronger by responding to stress. The process

of exercising muscles causes cellular damage; to repair cells
and create new muscle tissue, the body must be supplied
with high-quality dietary protein which provides all 22
amino acids involved in human nutrition. In addition,
protein can serve as a valuable, long-term energy source,
enhancing endurance levels.
■ Some of the best sources of protein — milk, cheese, eggs,
and meat — often contain high levels of cholesterol and
fat. What’s more, not all foods offer complete protein, with
balanced amounts of the essential amino acids you need to
get from your diet.

WHY GNLD SUPER EASE?

■ Exceptionally high-quality protein. Formulated to match
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the amino acid profile of whole egg, one of nature’s
“perfect” protein sources. The PDCAAS of Super Ease is
greater than 1.49
Added natural free-form amino acids support energy and
muscle development.
Exclusive Protogard Process. Low-temperature processing
and an exclusive plant-derived enzyme blend protect
proteins and improve their digestibility.
“Glycemic Edge” provides both quick and
sustained energy. Whole-food sourced fructose
won’t stimulate the release of energy-robbing
insulin.
Protein-sparing. Readily available fructose supplies
energy, so protein is spared for the specialized
functions of cellular maintenance, repair, and
growth.
Mixes easily with milk or juice.
Two delicious flavors. French vanilla, Dutch
chocolate.
Complete protein. Supplies the proper ratio of all
22 amino acids involved in human nutrition;
matches the amino acid profile of whole egg 100%.
Supplies 38% of the Daily Value for protein when
mixed with milk.
Naturally sweetened with fructose.
Plant-derived enzymes for easy digestion.
Less than 200 calories per serving when mixed
with 1% lowfat milk
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